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Abstract. It is known that the fibrous structure of muscle causes light
scattering. This phenomenon occurs due to the refractive index dis-
continuities located between muscle fibers and interstitial fluid. To
study the possibility of reducing light scattering inside muscle, we
consider its spectral transmittance evolution during an immersion
treatment with an optical clearing solution containing ethanol, glyc-
erol, and distilled water. Our methodology consists of registering
spectral transmittance of muscle samples while immersed in that so-
lution. With the spectral data collected, we represent the transmit-
tance evolution for some wavelengths during the treatment applied.
Additionally, we study the variations that the treatment has caused on
the samples regarding tissue refractive index and mass. By analyzing
microscopic photographs of tissue cross section, we can also verify
changes in the internal arrangement of muscle fibers caused by the
immersion treatment. Due to a mathematical model that we develop,
we can explain the variations observed in the studied parameters and
estimate the amount of optical clearing agent that has diffused into the
tissue samples during the immersion treatment. At the end of the
study, we observe and explain the improvement in tissue spectral
transmittance, which is approximately 65% after 20 min. © 2010 Society
of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.3486539�
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Introduction

he study and development of optical techniques dedicated to
erform clinical diagnosis and therapy has evolved rapidly in
he last decade. However, the natural and strong scattering
roperties that biological tissues present limit the depth of
ight penetration.1 Different biological tissues exist in nature
ith particular optical properties. As an example, skeletal
uscle is a fibrous tissue that presents strong light scattering

hat results in poor light penetration.2 The optical clearing
echnique enables reducing light scattering by immersing the
issues into optical clearing agents �OCAs� that have high
efractive indices and hyperosmolarity. Such a technique en-
ances the capabilities of optical diagnosis and therapeutic
reatments when combined with other approaches in optical

ethods.1

To obtain more valuable information from spectroscopic,
onfocal microscopy and optical coherence tomography
OCT�, as well as from nonlinear spectroscopies such as two-

ddress all correspondence to: Luís Oliveira, ISEP—Instituto Superior de Engen-
aria do Porto Physics Department, Rua Dr. António Bernardino de Almeida, n°
31, 4200-072 Porto, Portugal. Tel: 351-228-340-500; Fax: 351-228-321-159,
-mail: lmo@isep.ipp.pt
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
photon fluorescence and second-harmonic generation �SHG�
techniques, it is necessary to study and explain the mecha-
nisms of optical clearing of fibrous tissues.3 SHG imaging
microscopy, in particular, has recently been used to study and
create images of skeletal muscle. The application of different
concentrations of diluted glycerol as contrast agents has en-
ables obtaining greater penetration depths in muscle samples.4

The combination of clearing mechanisms and SHG signal in-
tensity measurements has made it possible to create 3-D im-
ages of muscle tissues. The usefulness of optical clearing in
enhancing SHG images of muscle samples was observed and
studied, showing that higher imaging depths are achieved.5

The human body contains large quantities of skeletal
muscle. The principal function of this tissue is to provide the
movement of bones and body parts. It is a very important
tissue in human anatomy. The internal structure of the muscle
consists on orientated muscle fibers surrounded by interstitial
fluid �IF�, which contains mainly water and some dissolved
salts and minerals.2 Considering such internal composition
and in the interest of developing and improving clinical opti-
cal technologies, it is important to know the optical properties

1083-3668/2010/15�5�/055004/9/$25.00 © 2010 SPIE
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f the muscle to optimize methods. Due to the heterogeneous
omposition of skeletal muscle, its refractive index profile
resents2 localized discontinuities at the boundaries between
he muscle fibers and the IF. This is due to the lower refractive
ndex of water when compared to the refractive index of the

uscle fibers. It is known6 that human muscular fibers have a
efractive index of 1.41, which is higher than the refractive
ndex of IF distributed around the fibers. We know2 that for
isible wavelengths, the main component of IF is water which
as a refractive index of 1.33.

Considering the tissue optics of the muscle, the refractive
ndex mismatch between fibers and IF will cause major light
cattering for an optical beam traveling inside.2 Such a phe-
omenon is evidence that the application of optical methods
o perform diagnosis or treatment in the muscle will be lim-
ted. To optimize optical technologies in medicine, and in par-
icular with application to the muscle, we can use a recent
echnique called optical immersion that creates refractive in-
ex matching and reduces light scattering. The process of re-
ractive index matching is created by substituting the water in
he IF by an optical clearing solution that diffuses into the
nterfiber space by osmosis. Such solutions have a refractive
ndex higher than water.2 To develop a particular application
ith this method, it is necessary to understand the diffusion
echanism of the optical clearing solution into the tissue and

he characteristics of the effect created. Probably the most
mportant characteristics of the optical clearing effect are

agnitude and time duration. Also, there are different types of
issues and different types of OCAs, each one a particular
ase, which means the necessity of extensive research.

One way to study the optical clearing effect created in
iological tissues by the immersion technique is to study in
itro spectral transmission of tissue samples. This was the
ethodology used in our research.7 Our objectives consist of

tudying the optical clearing effect created in muscle samples
y optical clearing solutions. With such study, we intend to
btain information to quantify optical transmittance increase
f the tissues, identify the time dependence of the evolution of
hat increase, verify the refractive index matching that occurs
nside the samples, and correlate the effect with histological
ariations that we have measured. We performed several stud-
es with different OCAs applied as immersion liquids to

uscle samples. Here, we present the study performed with a
imple mixture containing ethanol, glycerol, and distilled wa-
er.

Materials and Methods
.1 Materials: Sample and Solution Preparation and

Description

o conduct our research we adopted abdominal wall muscle
rom the Wistar Hanrat. The rat skeletal muscle is very similar
o human muscle in both function and composition. In this
ay, by using rat muscle, our study provides results and varia-

ions that can be considered closely approximated to a hypo-
hetical study performed with human muscle samples. The

uscle samples used in our study were dissected from the
nimal postmortem and then sliced with a cryostat into ap-
roximately uniform, 0.5-mm-thick squares, approximately
.5 cm on a side.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
This study we used an optical clearing solution that we
prepared as a simple mixture containing ethanol �density,
0.8 g /cm3�, glycerol �density, 1.26 g /cm3�, and distilled wa-
ter �density, 1 g /cm3� in the proportion of 1:1:2. We chose the
mixture components after considering their potential in creat-
ing the optical clearing effect without arming or disrupting the
tissue. As described in the literature,8 this type of solution was
already used to create optical clearing effects in biological
tissues. Ethanol provides biological membrane permeability
and water reduces glycerol viscosity turning it easier to insert
into the tissue.8 Some authors9 have also studied the influence
of alcohols on the optical clearing processes, verifying that
they are more efficient, and glycerol, in particular, with three
hydroxyl groups has better efficiency than those with one of
two groups.

2.2 Methods
Since our study includes different measurement techniques
and methods, we describe each one here independently.

2.2.1 Transmittance measurement
Before and after each transmittance study, we measured the
tissue mass to identify mass variations caused by the treat-
ment applied with the OCA. To perform these measurements
we used a PM2000 weighing scale manufactured by Mettler
with a precision of 0.01 g. In all the mass measurements, the
tissue samples were carefully dried with absorbing paper to
eliminate water or OCA from their surface.

The study of the optical clearing effect was performed by
measuring and representing the temporal evolution of the
transmittance spectra of the muscle samples when immersed
in the solution. To measure spectral transmittance, we con-
structed a special chamber with black nylon to contain the
muscle samples and prevent the detection of parasite radia-
tion. the tissue support system and chamber are represented in
cross section. Figure 1 presents the samples were placed in-
side a chamber that has the optical fiber cable from the light
source above it and the optical fiber cable to the spectrometer
below. The light source was a xenon white light lamp and the
spectrometer was an Ocean Optics s2000 spectrometer with a
spectral acquisition band from 200 to 1100 nm. The sample
was illuminated continuously and the transmittance measure-
ments were registered by the spectrometer and stored in a file.
All the processes of spectral registration were performed with
OOIBase software from Ocean Optics. The transmittance

Fig. 1 Cross-section of tissue support chamber with illuminating and
detecting optical fiber cables.
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�2
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easurements were made for five muscle samples during the
xperiment, and the results presented represent the mean of
hese five experimental studies.

For each muscle sample, we initiated the transmittance
easurements by placing the sample inside the chamber be-

ween the optical fiber cables. We then measured its natural
ransmittance, and after that initiated the immersion treatment
y dropping the OCA from a lateral opening of the chamber.
he volume of OCA used in each experimental study was

wice the volume of the tissue samples �2�1.5�1.5
0.05 cm=0.225 cm3�. Considering this volume, we can

alculate the mass of OCA used in each experiment

MOCA = �VOCA��combined density� = �0.789 + 1.261 + 1 � 2�

��0.225� = 0.911 g. �1�

The liquid spread around the tissue sample almost imme-
iately immersing it completely, and we began transmittance
easurements at the same instant. Measurements were taken

very 5 s during the first 2 min. After 2 min of tissue immer-
ion, we took measurements every 30 s for the next 6 min
nd every minute after that. Due to the lack of significant
hanges seen on the computer screen in spectral transmittance
fter 20 min, we decided to interrupt the study.

.2.2 Refractive index measurement
o complement the transmittance evolution study performed
n the muscle samples during optical immersion, we also
easured the refractive index values of natural and treated

amples to analyze variations. We used an Abbe refractometer
ith red contrast illumination to perform the refractive index
easurements. The samples used in these measurements were

ot the same ones used in the transmittance measurements,
ince we could not obtain accurate measurements of refractive
ndex from samples with thicknesses of approximately
.5 mm due to their high turbidity. We therefore prepared
ther samples of abdominal wall muscle, but now with an
pproximately uniform thickness of 0.4 mm. Several samples
ere prepared, in both natural and treated states, to be used in

he refractive index measurement procedure. The refractome-
er used was an Ar4 model from A. Krüss Optronic �Ger-

any�. From the samples were cleaned with soft absorbing
aper to make them dry on the outside before measuring the
efractive index. Then the samples were placed in the refrac-
ometer sensing area, over the prism surface. This was done
ith care to guarantee that the whole sample was uniformly

aid over the prism. The upper arm of the refractometer was
losed over the sample and a red diode laser was placed to
lluminate the sample. Such sample illumination results in
etter contrast when reading the refractive index from the
efractometer scale through the ocular. Although the contrast
llumination was at 633 nm, the sample refractive index read-
ngs were referred to at 589 nm.2

.2.3 Histological parameter evaluation of tissues
he internal structure changes caused by the treatment were
lso identified by comparing microscopic photographs taken
rom natural and treated samples. Natural and treated samples
ere submitted to a long preparation process to be photo-
raphed with the microscope. The first step of tissue prepara-
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
tion consisted of placing the tissue samples, suspended be-
tween two microscope glasses, in a bath of Bouin’s fixative
liquid for 12 h. The purpose was to fix the cells inside the
tissue and harden it for further processing. After this period,
the samples are submitted to a sequence of immersion proce-
dures in different concentrations of alcohol to obtain complete
dehydration. The procedure consists of three immersions in
70% alcohol solutions for 15 min each, then an other three
immersions in 90% alcohol for 10 min each, and finally, three
more immersions in 100% alcohol for 10 min each. Next, the
tissue samples were completely dehydrated and placed in a
benzyl solution to fill the tissue with paraffin it for to maintain
posterior slicing procedures. The tissue was immersed in the
benzyl solution twice, for 5 min each. We then obtained a
block of paraffin containing the tissue inside. These blocks
were then sliced to obtain cross-sectional films of the tissue
used in the transmittance study. The tissue films were then
placed in xylol solution for 10 min to clear the paraffin sub-
strate, then in 100% alcohol for another 10 min, and finally in
90% alcohol for another 10 min. The tissue samples were
then placed in water for 15 min before beginning the dyeing
process, which began by immersing tissue-paraffin films in
hematein for 2 min to dye the cell nuclei. Later, they are
washed in running water for 15 min to remove the color resi-
dues that were dispersed from the paraffin film. Finally, each
sample was immersed for 30 s in 1% eosin to color the cyto-
plasm in each tissue cross section. This process spread the dye
coloring in the support that sustains the paraffin with tissue
inside. We then washed the coloring dye from the paraffin
film outside the tissue using successive washes in 90% alco-
hol. Later the tissue films were washed in absolute alcohol
and finally in xylol until the paraffin films were completely
transparent. The tissue films were then placed inside two thin
microscope glasses for protection. Such glasses are fixed to
each other with varnish and some time is required for the
varnish to dry. At the end, the microscope glasses containing
tissue cross sections are in condition to be observed and pho-
tographed at the microscope.

The microscope enables observation and photographing
with several orders of magnitude. However, for our study it
was sufficient to obtain photographs with 2� and 10� mag-
nification. Photographs of a length scale were also taken with
the same magnitudes to perform the measurements.

For each of the five natural and five treated samples, we
took 10 thickness measurements along the 2� photographs.
To accomplish this, we placed a transparency print of the
length scale over the print of each tissue photograph. Then we
considered the mean thickness of the five natural tissues and
the mean thickness of the five treated tissues. All the thickness
measurements made for each tissue are very similar and they
are not too different from the mean values calculated.

3 Results
As already described, our experimental study consisted of the
application of different techniques to obtain different kinds of
information. The first step consisted of characterizing the
muscle in terms of volume fractions for solid and liquid parts
and to estimate the corresponding refractive indices. This pro-
cess is described in Sec. 3.1. Section 3.2 presents the results
obtained in the transmittance study during optical immersion
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�3
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f tissue. Finally, in Sec. 3.3 we present histological photo-
raphs, for both natural and treated samples, to study the
ariations caused by the optical treatment.

.1 Natural Muscle Characterization
o estimate the refractive indices and volume fractions of
uscle constituents, we used a suitable theoretical model that
e have developed based on the measurements obtained with

he Abbe refractometer and a weight scale during a study of
ample dehydration with a hairdryer.10 The collected pairs of
ass and refractive index measurements corresponding to the

equential dehydration states enabled us to establish a corre-
pondence between dehydration and the volume fractions of
ater and the solid part inside the muscle, as well as a depen-
ence between the refractive index and sample weight. Con-
idering the natural state of the tissue before dehydration was
pplied, we can use the Gladstone and Dale law, presented as
q. �2�, to describe the measured refractive index of the natu-

al muscle sample as the sum of the weighted portions of each
onstituent:2

nnatural = fwaternwater + fsolid partnsolid part. �2�

he mean refractive index measured from five natural
amples was 1.3980. The volume fraction of water in natural
uscle is described in the literature11 as 0.756. The refractive

ndex of water is 1.3330 according to our calculations.10 By
onsidering a total volume of 100% for the muscle sample,
e can establish a relation between the volume fractions of

issue constituents:

fwater + fsolid part = 1. �3�

sing the volume fraction of water already presented, we can
se Eq. �3� to obtain the volume fraction of the solid part of
he muscle as 0.244. Now, using the two volume fractions and
he refractive indices of water and measured from the natural

uscle sample, we can use Eq. �2� to estimate the refractive
ndex of the solid part. This estimation is not precise if we do
ot consider the mechanisms of dehydration occuring in the
issue. When considering such mechanisms,10 we obtain the
efractive index for the solid part of rat muscle as 1.584. This
efractive index value is higher than the refractive index that
e measured directly from the natural sample, since it was
btained from the data collected from a dehydrated tissue,
ith more dense packing of the mucle fibers.10 All the previ-
us values characterize the natural muscle in terms of volume
ractions and refractive indices for the corresponding constitu-
nts.

The next step was to measure the refractive index of the
ptical clearing solution that we have used in the study. Since
he solution is very translucent, only one refractive index

easurement was performed. This value is presented in Table
.

.2 Spectral Transmittance Study
fter acquiring all the necessary refractive index measure-
ents from the tissue sample and OCA, we initiated our spec-

ral transmittance study. The study was performed on five
uscle samples, so we could calculate mean spectra for better

ccuracy in the representation of the temporal evolution of
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
tissue transmittance. From these five natural samples, we also
measured mass. The mean mass of the natural samples used in
the study is also presented in Table 1 along with the mean
refractive index measured from another five natural samples.

For each sample, we began the optical clearing transmit-
tance study by placing the sample inside the central dark
chamber. We then measured the natural transmittance spec-
trum of the sample. Due to great internal scattering, the natu-
ral muscle presents a low transmittance, as we can verify from
Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows the mean natural transmittance spec-
trum of rat muscle, which is a typical transmittance for a
fibrous tissue. The transmittance rises with wavelength. Due
to the thourough washing out of blood from the samples be-
fore spectral analysis, in Fig. 2 we cannot see the hemoglobin
Soret band �415 to 420 nm� and the Q-bands
�530 to 575 nm�.

Then we dropped the OCA into the chamber to immerse
the sample, and began to take transmittance measurements.
We next present some evolution graphs for tissue transmit-
tance. We verified that the osmotic diffusion of the solution
into the tissue was very fast at the beginning, saturating the
tissue almost immediately, as we can see in Fig. 3.

The time evolution curves presented in Fig. 3 represent the
mean spectral values from the five studies for some well-
distributed wavelengths that are indicated in the figure. In this
figure, the time resolution is 1 min and all the represented

Table 1 Mean values of mass and refractive index for natural and
treated tissue samples and OCA.

Mean Values Mass �g� Refractive Index

Natural tissue samples 0.14±0.01 1.3980±0.00005

Treated tissue samples 0.11±0.01 1.3855±0.00005

OCA �E:G:W=1:1:2� 0.911 1.3805±0.00005

Mean variations in tissue −0.03 −0.0125

Fig. 2 Mean natural transmittance of rat muscle �the mean thickness
of samples was 0.551 mm�.
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�4
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ines corresponding to the different wavelengths were normal-
zed to the correspondent natural transmittance, for a better
nderstanding of the rapid increase that occurs in the first
inute of optical immersion. As we can see from Fig. 3,

ransmittance almost doubles for all wavelengths selected af-
er 1 min of treatment. The twofold increase observed in the
ean transmittance curves of Fig. 3 indicates that in average

he absolute transmittance with wavelength dependence, as
epresented in Fig. 2, will increase from 7.5 to 10 to 15 to
0%. In the following minutes transmittance presents a slowly
ecreasing behavior, which tends to stabilize after 10 min.
lso, we verify that even after 20 min of optical immersion,

ransmittance presents values around 65% higher than in the
atural state.

With the objective to better understand the strong initial
ncrease in spectral transmittance, we represent in Fig. 4�a�
he evolution of transmittance in the first 2 min with a 5-s
esolution. Such a representation was made for the same
avelengths used in Fig. 3. This representation also has the
bjective to verify whether there are any oscillations in the
ransmittance evolution, as we verified in studies with other
ptical clearing solutions.7,12

Fig. 4�b� presented the temporal evolution of the mean
ransmittance spectrum for the tissues studied with the solu-
ion. In this representation, we verify the occurrence of ab-
orption bands in the spectra measured at 5, 10, 15, 20, and
5 s of the applied osmotic treatment. This phenomenon was
lso observed in the studies that we performed7,12 with other
CAs. These absorption bands become more evident due to

he normalization applied to the spectra that eliminates the
atural spectral form of tissue transmittance.

Figure 4�a� shows that the mean transmittance at specific
avelengths always presents a growing tendency during the
rst 30 s and it inverts this tendency very smoothly after that.
here are no significant oscillations such as were verified in
ther cases.7,12 On the other hand, from Fig. 4�b�, we can see
hat in fact the entire mean tissue transmittance spectrum
hows a well-defined growing tendency in the first 30 s.

At the end of the spectral studies, we measured mass again
rom the treated tissues to determine the variations caused by
he application of the immersion treatment. The mean values
alculated for the five experimental studies are presented in

ig. 3 Normalized temporal evolution of the mean transmittance of
he tissues during treatment with the optical clearing solution.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
Table 1. Comparing the data from natural and treated samples
in Table 1, we verify that the treatment with the optical clear-
ing solution caused a decrease in mean tissue mass of 0.03 g
and a decrease of the global refractive index from 1.3980 to
1.3855.

3.3 Histological Variations Analysis
Finally, we used microscope photographs to study the internal
geometrical variations that the treatment produced by the ex-
change between water and the optical clearing solution. To do
this, we consider the photographs presented in Fig. 5, which
correspond to natural and treated states of the rat muscle. The
photographs presented in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� were taken by
the microscope with 2� magnification and correspond to
natural tissue and treated tissue samples, respectively. Figures
5�c� and 5�d� show the 10� magnification photos of the same
tissue samples for comparison. Figure 5�c� is the magnifica-
tion of the frame in Fig. 5�a� and Fig. 5�d� is a magnification
of the frame in Fig. 5�b�.

From the photographs in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� we made
thickness measurements to detect thickness variations caused
by the applied treatment. The mean thickness determined for

Fig. 4 Mean transmittance evolution of tissues treated with the mix-
ture in the first 2 min for �a� some wavelengths and �b� the whole
spectrum.
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�5
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he five natural samples was 0.551 mm, and for the treated
amples it was 0.816 mm.

Discussion
rom Figs. 3 and 4 we verify that the optical immersion of the

issues in the mixture results in an increase of the mean trans-
ittance for a long period of time. All the curves represented

n Figs. 3 and 4�a� show a similar behavior. In particular, from
hese two figures, we verify that the curves show higher trans-

ittance values for higher wavelengths throughout the time
eriod of treatment, which is certainly related with the form
f the natural transmittance spectrum of the muscle that rises
ith wavelength, as represented in Fig. 2. This natural char-

cteristic of the muscle favors applications that use higher
avelengths such as surgical or therapeutic applications,
hose wavelengths are located between 600 nm and the IR.

Observing Fig. 4�a�, the lack of significant oscillations at
he initial 10 s of the immersion treatment is probably due to
he presence of water in the optical clearing solution, which

akes the fluid exchange very smooth and uniform at the
eginning of the process. This fact indicates that solutions
ontaining water exchange with the IF in an orderly
anner—a fact to be considered for future solutions to de-

elop.
Due to the spectral normalization that we performed in

ig. 4�b�, the natural shape of the transmittance spectrum was
liminated. This fact enables us to better identify the absorp-
ion bands that were created during the initial growing pro-
ess. Considering the wavelength scale, the first two absorp-
ion bands present a small intensity, but the last is quite
ccentuated. Since these bands are visible only for measure-
ents performed in the first 25 s, they are certainly related
ith water flow inside the tissues. Spectral oscillations be-

ween 970 and 1070 nm could be associated with water band
t 980 nm, because for this wavelength, scattering is not very
igh and the absorption bands could be seen. However, the
cattering strength is enough to make absorption band easily
isible due to the multiplicity of chaotic photon migration
aths, which increase the probability of photons being ab-
orbed. In contrast, at optical clearing when scattering goes
own, the absorption bands arrive with less contrast because

ig. 5 Cross-section photographs of natural and treated tissues with
ifferent microscope magnifications: �a� 2� natural tissue, �b� 2�
reated tissue, �c� 10� natural tissue, and �d� 10� treated tissue.
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
the overall probability of a photon being absorbed has also
gone down. For all cases studied with different OCAs, it is
amazing how the absorption bands occur in the transmittance
spectrum at the same time instants and enable us to identify
the period of time in which the dehydration flows occur.

Considering the variations presented in Table 1, from the
natural to the treated samples, the mass loss is caused by the
water loss from the tissue. The decrease in the refractive index
of the tissues is caused by the refractive index matching that
occurs due to the dehydration of the tissue and the diffusion of
OCA into the interfiber spaces inside the tissue and its better
optical homogeneity. A comparison of Figs. 5�c� and 5�d�
shows that the insertion of OCA into the tissue forces the
muscle fiber bundles to separate. Also, due to the presence of
water in the OCA used, the tissue does not dehydrate strongly.
As a consequence of this separation between the muscle
bundles and the low dehydration of the tissue, scattering is
reduced and the refractive index reduction might be due to
this lower scattering of the sample. With this variation in re-
fractive index presented in Table 1 and considering Eq. �2�,
we can apply that equation to the treated state of the sample to
estimate the volume fraction that has been inserted into the
tissue. For the treated state of the sample, we can write

ntreated = fOCAnOCA + �1 − fOCA�nnatural. �4�

Now, solving Eq. �4� in order of fOCA, we have

fOCA =
ntreated − nnatural

nOCA − nnatural
. �5�

Using this equation and solving it with the measured refrac-
tive indices, we obtain a value of 0.714. Comparing this value
with the volume fraction of water inside the natural tissue
�0.77�, we verify that after the treatment, the volume percent-
age of agent inside is slightly less than the volume percentage
of water in the natural state of the tissue. However, we should
consider that the agent itself contains 50% distilled water in
its composition, and this way, the amount of water inside the
treated tissue must be of 0.357. This water content in the
treated tissue is less than half the water content in the natural
sample. This means that water has been reduced greatly inside
the tissue due to the treatment applied.

To interpret the mass variation, we have performed some
calculations to verify sample mass variation with the applied
treatment. In these calculations, we describe sample mass as
the sum of the water and solid part masses, each one calcu-
lated as the product of the corresponding volume per its den-
sity. We describe the natural sample mass as

Mnatural = �solidVsolid + �waterVwater. �6�

For the natural state of the muscle, we know that the water
volume is approximately 0.77 and its density is 1.00 g /cm3.
On the other hand, the solid part occupies a volume of 0.23
and has an unknown density. We can substitute water volume
fraction and density to simplify Eq. �6�:

Mnatural = �solidVsolid + 1 � 0.77. �7�

If we suppose that all the optical clearing mixture that we
have estimated to enter the tissue sample has replaced tissue
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�6
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ater, the treated tissue has the same solid part �equal volume
nd density�, 0.714 of agent and some remains of water
0.77−0.714=0.056�. The agent inside is composed of 25%
lycerol, 25% ethanol, and 50% water. With these percentages
n the agent, we see that glycerol and ethanol occupy 0.1785
f volume each �25% of 0.714� and water occupies 0.357
50% of 0.714�. We also know the corresponding densities of
thanol and glycerol. Glycerol has a density of 1.26 g /cm3,
nd ethanol a density of 0.8 g /cm3. The water total volume in
he treated tissue is 0.413 �0.056+0.357� and its density is
he same as in natural tissue. With these data we can write

ass for treated tissue as

Mtreated = �solidVsolid + �waterVwater + �glycerolVglycerol

+ �ethanolVethanol. �8�

f we replace volumes and densities for water, glycerol, and
thanol, we can rewrite Eq. �8� as a function of only solid part
ensity and volume:

Mtreated = �solidVsolid + 1 � 0.413 + 1.26 � 0.1785 + 0.8

� 0.1785. �9�

ll the arithmetic operations in Eq. �9� can be made to obtain
reated mass as a function of only solid part mass and volume:

Mtreated = �solidVsolid + 0.7807. �10�

ow we can calculate mass difference by subtracting the
atural mass to the treated mass:

Mtreated − Mnatural = ��solidVsolid + 0.7807� − ��solidVsolid + 0.77� .

�11�

f we simplify the common terms in Eq. �11�, we obtain the
ifference of masses:

Mtreated − Mnatural = 0.7807 − 0.77 = 0.0107 g. �12�

his mass difference suggests that the treatment has caused a
mall weight increase of 0.0107 g and not a weight loss of
.3 g, as measurements indicated.

This result may not correspond to the reality of the fluid
xchange during the immersion treatment. It is well known
hat glycerol accumulates water.13 In this way, supposing that
lycerol does not enter tissue in large amounts, but that etha-
ol does, and each molecule of water flux from tissue will be
ounded by glycerol placed on the sample surface, i.e., this
ater portion left the tissue forever, we get to about 0 for the

erm in parenthesis:

Mtreated = �solidVsolid + �waterVwater + ��glycerolVglycerol�

+ �ethanolVethanol. �13�

s a maximum of this rough estimation, the mass of treated
issue presented in Eq. �10� will be less on 0.2142 g, because

glycerolVglycerol=1.26�0.1785=0.2249 g.
This value is not far from the measured value of 0.3 g,

owever, in reality a more complex situation is possible: be-
ause ethanol also accumulates water �since it is a dehydra-
ion agent�, some amount of glycerol may enter into tissue
nd any glycerol molecule outside tissue may accumulate
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
more than one water molecule. According to Ref. 13, each
molecule of glycerol attracts up to about six molecules of
water. In addition, glycerol can diffuse into tissue and may
accumulate water in tissue as well; however, its outside con-
centration is much higher than within tissue sample. Thus,
water flux leaving tissue will be accumulated by outside glyc-
erol and dehydration will occur.

Finally, we can conclude that balance between these mul-
tifluxes of water, glycerol, and ethanol will lead to tissue de-
hydration and loss of weight.

To explain the decrease observed in the mean refractive
index caused by the optical clearing we now present and de-
scribe the optical model of inhomogeneous media. The refrac-
tive index n of the inhomogeneous medium is described as14

ntissue = n̄ +
n2 − n̄2

n̄
Q��/l� , �14�

where

n̄ = n0�1 + � ns

n0
− 1�Vs

V0
� , �15�

where Vs is the total volume of scattering particles; V0 is the
volume of the scattering medium; n0 and ns are refraction
coefficients of the background material and inserted scatter-
ers, respectively; n2 is the mean-square value of refractive
index fluctuations; the Q�� / l� function refers to the form of
scatterers and their aggregation; l is the correlation length of a
randomly distributed refractive index fluctuation. Note that
Q=1.17 in the limit of large correlation length l�� �large
particles� and Q=0 in the limit of small l �Rayleigh limit�. In
the case that the refractive index fluctuations take the form of
parallel cylinders, which is the case of muscle fibers, Q
=0.67 for the large l.

More concentrated �ordered� muscle fibers are associated
with a smaller mean-square value of refractive index fluctua-
tion, when n2� n̄2 and the mean value of tissue refractive
index ntissue should drop to an n̄ value defined by a weighted
mixture of two types of media—scatter and background ma-
terial. In our experiments, we found a lesser mean refractive
index for more cleared and less inhomogeneous, i.e., less scat-
tering muscle tissue �see Table 1�.

Finally, we interpret the histological variations observed in
the photographs presented in Fig. 5. Muscle tissue is mainly
composed of muscle cells �muscle fibers� containing myo-
fibrils, which are composed of thin �actin� and thick �myosin�
filaments. Muscle fibers are bound together into bundles
called fascicles �well seen in Fig. 5�. Accounting for muscle
structure and comparing between Figs. 5�a� and 5�b� we can
evaluate the global changes caused by the treatment. These
changes were significant in terms of geometrical distribution
of the fiber bundles and correspondingly of fiber density. We
can see that the treatment applied to the tissues caused the
muscle fibers to separate from each other, leaving emptier
areas in between. Evidently, the major scatterers of the tissue,
which are muscle fibers/myofibrils/filaments �packed into
bundles, i.e., fascicles�, became more densely packed. More-
over, the areas between the muscle fiber bundles that were
previously occupied by the IF, are now more or less saturated
with OCA. Looking at the 10� photographs presented in
September/October 2010 � Vol. 15�5�7
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igs. 5�c� and 5�d� we can see more exactly relative changes
n spaces occupied by fiber bundles and IF. In Fig. 5�c�, we
an see that the natural muscle fiber bundles are surrounded
y considerable quantities of IF. The muscle bundles present
ifferent cross sections because some of them were obliquely
liced. This means that they do not have exactly the same
rientation. When we look at the treated tissue presented in
ig. 5�d�, we see that the space between the muscle fiber
undles is greater than in the case of the natural tissue. Both
ffects, more dense packing of dehydrated muscle fibers
cells� and increased refractive index of IF in the space be-
ween fiber bundles, make the tissue less scattering and there-
ore more optically transparent. A related phenomenon was
ound by investigating the optical clearing at application of
0% glycerol solution on skeletal mouse muscle tissue by the
econd-harmonic microscopy.4 The authors of Ref. 4 showed
xperimentally on intact tissue that the transparency of skel-
tal muscle tissue was substantially increased ��2.5-fold�. In
his paper, it was also stated that immersing muscle in glyc-
rol does not significantly change the chemical and structural
roperties of the muscle contractile system. However, such a
reatment permeabilizes the fiber cellular membrane, and thus
xtracts a fraction of the cytoplasmic proteins, which makes
ystem less scattering.

Based on our measurements and histology we can hypoth-
size that not only proteins but also water and other cellular
omponents may leave cells at increased cell membrane per-
eation and being collected in the space between fiber

undles. Thus, fibers are more densely packed within bundles
see low area of bundles at clearing in Fig. 5�d�
 and the
efractive index of space between fiber bundles could be
reater than the initial value. Glycerol diffusion into this
pace, as already mentioned, also helps to increase refractive
ndex of the IF.

We cannot say for sure that the sample thickness increase
e observed was caused by optical clearing treatment that we

pplied. In fact, such a thickness increase is contradictory
ith observed loss of mass. One possible cause for this thick-
ess increase is the methodology used for tissue preparation
o obtain histology photographs at the microscope. In such a

ethodology �see Sec. 2.2.3�, we have inserted the tissue
amples inside two microscope glasses for long periods of
ime. It is possible that due to this applied stress, the treated
issue expanded after being released from the microscope
lasses. It has been shown that cardiac muscle changes its
echanical properties, becoming more rigid after OCA

reatment.15 For our muscle tissue, such information is not
nown, but it is possible that it also changes its mechanical
roperties with OCA treatment, leading to the thickness in-
rease that we observed. The possibility of this change in the
echanical properties of the tissue should be further investi-

ated in the future.

Conclusions
onsidering the results obtained with our research, we can
haracterize the transparency effect created by this solution in
he muscle. When immersed in the solution, the muscle al-

ost doubled its natural transmittance in the first 30 s and this
alue tended to lower after that time period. This fast initial
pgrade in optical transmittance was caused by the presence
ournal of Biomedical Optics 055004-
of glycerol in the optical clearing solution. In the subsequent
instants of the treatment, water assumed the most important
role since it represents 50% of the solution. The optical clear-
ing process is not naturally reversible in in vitro samples and
tends to maintain a high transmittance for a long period of
time, as we observed in Fig. 3. For the mean spectral evolu-
tion that we considered, the muscle transmittance after
20 min was approximately 65% higher than in the natural
state. These variations are evidence of tissue dehydration and
agent diffusion into the interfiber spaces inside the tissue. The
decrease verified in the global refractive index of the tissue
explains the phenomenon of refractive index matching that
occurred in the interfibers space. The internal redistribution of
the muscle fibers inside the tissue, as well as the visualized
decrease in fiber diameters, demonstrated the insertion of
agent into the tissue and the creation of an osmotic pressure
on the muscule fibers. On the other hand, we must account for
the high proportion of water in the solution used. This water
will partially substitute for water that left the tissue at the
beginning due to the stimulated dehydration.

Note the usefulness of this agent in clinical applications in
which it is necessary to quickly create a transparency effect
and in cases where only a short time for that effect is neces-
sary. Some diagnostic applications, such as for instance, the
fact that photodiagnosis can benefit from the creation of a
transparency effect of this type. Considering the results ob-
tained, we think that preparing similar solutions with different
concentrations of water, glycerol, and ethanol might produce
interesting results and different characteristics for the optical
clearing effect created. This is a case to be studied in the near
future.
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